11U    BLSCTRIC DISCHARGES, WAVES AND IMPULSES,
Ul = 900 » power- dissipation constant of the line, it* »« 100 ««
power-dissipation oonfitant of transformer, and u& m 16(X)^«" power-
dissipation constant of the load, and the respective lengths of the
circuit sections are
Xi - 1.5 X 10"«;  X« « 1 X 10"»;  Xi - O.f> X 10'*,
it is:
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The tranaformor thus dissipatOB power at the* rato //a » 100,
while it sencln out power into the othor wnitions at tlw* rate of
^2 = 700, or seven times as much an it diHrtipatw, That in, it nup-
plies seven-eighths of its stored energy to other w*d ions. Hie load
dissipates power at the rate ?^ ™ 1600, and nK'eivc1^ powtT at the
rate — « » 800; that is, half of the power whirh it (Ussipat<»s in
supplied from the other ncctionn, in thin mm llw trannfornuT.
The transmission line dissipates power at the rate* u\ r?- 900,
that is, only a little faster than the average* power dissipation of
the entire circuit, uq » 800; and the lino tluiH n^x^ives pow<*r only
at the rate —a » 100, that in, receives only one-ninth of its power
from the transformer; the other eight-ninths como from its stored
energy.
The traveling wave passing along th<* <«ir(Mtit section thus
increases or decreases in its power at the rate i^9*x; that in,
in the line:
p » pi«""soox, the energy of the wave  decreases nlowly;
in the transformer:
p m p#+iw\ the energy of the wave* ituTeuiM'H rapidly;
length k <- n, and the length in vdodty rnoiwurcs X » ^ti ^ n VjJ*.    Or, If
L « inductance, Cj« capacity of tho cmtiro traimformer, lt« length in velcxnty
measure is X •» "v/i/(7.
Thus, the reduction to velocity moaituro of dlotanoe m v«ry empla,

